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East Bay Regional Parks District Lakes in Prime Shape  

The East Bay Regional Parks District lakes are in prime shape. Water conditions 
are in near perfect spring condition and trout, largemouth, smallmouth, striper and 
blue gill are all on the bite! 
 
Temescal trout action should be solid following this week’s plant. Try, micro 
spoons, Kastmaster’s, CML jigs, and Power bait. Bass action has picked up, with 
plenty of smaller fish taken on Senkos, drop shots, mixed plastics. Please note that 
the North parking lot off of Broadway will be closed for the EBMUD 100th 
Birthday Party and Community Fair on Sunday, May 21. The park remains 
open to the public, but parking will be limited to the street and the south 
Broadway Terrace parking lot. 
 
Lake Del Valle is only getting better for trout, smallmouth, largemouth, striper and 
bluegill. Trout action should be very good following this week’s plant. The boat 
ramp is open, but boat rentals remain unavailable. The largemouth bite is 
improving for fish along the shallows, in the coves and along the weeds. Shallow 
divers, glide baits and plastics should work. Smallmouth have gotten active, for 
boats working the rock wall with plastics or trolling spinners.  
 
Quarry Lakes trout action remains very good overall and there will be a solid 
uptick in trout action following this week’s plant. The lake level has risen, and the 
added water has cleaned up some of the weeds along the row and in the cove. 
Israel took a personal best, 10.5-pound bow from the cove. Masaki, took two to 6-
pounds. John took a 5- pound steelhead look alike. Picture included, if you can 
identify the fish, please drop me a note. Juaquin Gutierrez, a well-known angler 
and fishing mentor will turn 50 this weekend. If you know him, please send your 
best wishes. 
 
Contra Loma trout reports are getting tougher to get but there are still some good 
numbers being taken. Bass action is getting good, and 3-5-pounders are starting to 
post weekly. Bass are in the shallows and holding under the weed mats or up tight 
to the cattails. Finesse baits, glide baits, plastics fished slowly over the weed tops, 
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in clear water and jigged up tight to the shore may produce. Please release your 
bass! 
 
Chabot has dropped slightly allowing more access. There have been some good 
numbers of bow’s reported along with several holdover lightning trout. Bass 
numbers improving, but still low. The West Shore Trail remains closed. Please 
release your bass! 
 
Shadow Cliff.  No opening date yet announced. Surplus water will be pumped 
from the Arroyo Valle into Shadow Cliffs beginning May 3, 2023, and 
continue through May 31, 2023. 
 
If you or your friends get into some good action, please send me pictures, with 
your name, the lake, and the bait, and please release your bass! 
Thanks 
Chuck Wolf. Ctw1930@gmail.com or text me at 571-481-8040. 
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